
 

 
Endorsements 

 
“Robin Bartlett has written one of the most honest and searing personal memoirs of the Vietnam War yet 
published. He served with distinction as a 22-year-old infantry platoon leader during the brutal combat of 
1968. Twice wounded and decorated for valor, he returned like many veterans feeling betrayed by US 
political and senior military leadership. Although dogged by PTSD, he created a successful life. 
‘Welcome Home’ brave soldier.” – Barry McCaffrey, Gen USA Ret. (Four combat tours and three Purple 
Hearts) 
 
“This is an incredible book. Objective and hard hitting. Robin was in the thick of it -- fighting in Vietnam 
as an Infantry combatant. The author put young Americans in body bags and carried them through the 
jungle. We were soldiers once. What were we fighting for again? We needed a book like this to help us 
make sense of a determined enemy in a surreal, mysterious place called Vietnam.”—Jan Craig Scruggs, 
Chair, National Selective Service Appeals Board and Founder, Vietnam Veterans Memorial in 
Washington, DC 

“Robin Bartlett’s superb memoir gives readers an understanding of the human dimension of the Vietnam 
War and the profound and sometimes searing experiences of the American soldiers who fought 
it. Veterans, like Robin, who did their duty deserve our deepest respect and gratitude. Younger 
generations should read this book to gain an appreciation for the sacrifices they made and the service they 
rendered to our nation and one another.” – H.R. McMaster, Gen USA (Ret), former National Security 
Advisor of the United States, author of Battlegrounds and Dereliction of Duty: Johnson, McNamara, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Lies that Led to Vietnam 
 

“Many times, during my own Vietnam combat experiences I found myself looking up longingly at 
U.S. Army helicopters that blackened the sky. As a footsore Marine, I often wondered who those guys 
were and how they survived so many of the combat air assaults we heard about. The answers are all in 
Robin Bartlett’s masterful recounting of his time as a platoon leader with the vaunted 1st Air Cav during 
the most rugged years of the war. In his factual recounting Bartlett tells it all as he saw it from a grunt 
leader’s perspective. Strong stuff and full of detail and emotional insights.”— Capt. Dale A. Dye, USMC 
(Ret), Vietnam veteran, actor, filmmaker, and author of Korean Odyssey, A Novel of a Marine Company 
in the Forgotten War 

“Robin Bartlett has a gift of writing. Not everyone has it. This book graphically describes his experience 
as an American soldier on the battlefields of Vietnam. We should all read his story. We should all heed 
his words and learn and share his lessons. We should never forget. We owe this to our Vietnam veterans. 
We should always tell them, ‘Welcome home,’ brother. We owe them that much and more.”— Skip 
Vaughn, author of Vietnam Revisited 

“Robin Bartlett’s book brought to life Vietnam events in vivid detail that I had forgotten. I found it hard 
to put down and finished reading it in two days.”— Dan “Doc” Cleary, Medic, A 1/5 Air Cav 

“Vietnam Combat gives an excellent description of the areas where we patrolled, our living conditions 
and combat episodes. I felt like he was telling my story! If one wishes to understand the unvarnished 
experiences of a combat soldier in 1968, this book is a must-read!” – Arthur Kuhner, RTO, A 1/5 Air Cav 
 
 


